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PREFACE

This is 9. lecture delivered to general audiences of physicists

as veil as non-physicists at institutions in India, which are listed at

the end. The central theme of the lecture is unity behind diversity

in Nature. The main topic of the lecture concerns the unity of the hasic

forces of Nature and the unity of all basic matter, which are used to

illustrate the central theme.

I. INTRODUCTION

The concept - unity behind diversity - stems from ancient philosophy.

In particular, the vedantic philosophy stresses that all creations have a

common origin. No matter hov distinct they may appear front each other, the

distinctions axe only at the surface. "Everything must be sacrificed for

that one concept - universality" is the message of Vedanta as stressed by

Vivekanands.

In science ve realize this concept by actual experience time and

again. One finds that apparently distinct phenomena are manifestations of

but a single phenomenon. This underlying unity behind vastly distinct

manifestations is invariably hidden to the common eye. As a result, pursuit

of fundamental science is a constant play of hide and seek vlth Nature.

The act of hiding leads to apparent diversity and provides the

"Nature's mystery". This act of hiding, one has realized by experience, is

as grand as the underlying unity itself. As Einstein often expressed

"Nature hides her mysteries by her essential grandeur not by her cunning".

The fundamental scientist uses one tool in his quest for this under-

nng unity. It Is his conviction that "beauty is truth, truth beauty and

tf:ttt is all", as voiced by Keats.

I now proceed to illustrate this concept "unity behind diversity"

as ve actually experience it again and again in science.

Recall the phenomena of an apple falling from a tree on the one hand

and the planets going around the Sun on the otiier. On the face of it

these vould appear to be vastly unrelated phenomena with no obvious connection

between the corresponding driving forces. Newton postulated correctly that

it is the same universal gravitational force vhich governs both kinds of

motions.
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Consider the forces of electricity and magnetism. On the surface

these would appear to 'be unrelated forces having nothing to do vith each

other. It was realised in the ninteenth century, however, through the work

of Faraday, Ampere and others that electricity and magnetism are closely

connected. A moving magnet gives rise to electric fields and a moving

electric charge gives rise to magnetic fields. Maxwell synthesized these

observations by writing the coupled set of equations which tie electricity

and magnetism as aspects of a single force - the electromagnetic force. It

was later realized that these equations even conform to the laws of relativity.

Nov we know that vhat appears to be a purely electric or purely magnetic

field to one observer would appear to be a superposition of electric and

magnetic fields to another observer.moving relative to the former. This

synthesis of electricity and magnetism also led Maxwell to make another bold

observation,that ordinary light wave is merely the propagation of electric

and magnetic fields in the form of waves. Now we know that visible light,

X-rays, y-rays and radio-waves are all electromagnetic vaves. Their

propagations are governed by the same unified Maxwell equations.

Next consider the entities of constant concern to all of us - space

and time. On the surface it vould appear that there is no correlation between

measurements of space and those of time. Einstein realized however that

because of the finiteness of the propagation of all signals these measure-

ments are correlated. What is more, measurements of time intervals as also

those of spatial intervals have only a relative significance. They would

vary from observer to observer moving relative to each other. This led to

the revolutionary synthesis that space and time form one co-ordinated entity -

apace-time - through the laws of relativity.

One of the greatest syntheses of all times occurred in the first

quarter of this century through the realization that the wave and particle

character of one and the same entity are not contradictory but complementary

to each other. To begin with, it t*as realized that the same entity -
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light - could appear to us as a wave if we subject it to interference or

diffraction - devices; and yet it could appear just like a collection of

minute billiard balls (quanta) carrying localized packets of energy and

momentum if we study its character through photo-electric-like devices.

This realization of wave-particle-synthesis was further deepened when it

was observed that even electrons - traditionally assumed to have only a

particle attribute - manifest a distinct wave character vhen they are made

to pass through a crystal diffraction grating. The lesson one learnt is

this: the entity is one, it can appear either as a wave or as a particle

depending entirely upon the nature of the devices which we_ use to observe

i t . This synthesis of wave-particle-duality now forms one of the pillars

of the modern quantum theory.

These above constitute only a partial l is t of one's experiences in

basic science which serve to illustrate how apparently distinct and diverse

phenomena can possess an underlying unity at a deeper level.

II . THE UNITY. OF THE FUNDAMENTAL FORCES OF NATURE

I now tu rn t o the main top ic of my t a l k , which concerns the unity

of th fundamental forces of na tu re , once again to i l l u s t r a t e the same concept:

unity oehind d i v e r s i t y . Simultaneously, I sha l l present the concept of the

unity of a l l bas ic ma t t e r . These are very new ideas , which have evolved

over the l a s t two decades and are s t i l l evolving, "but we are fortunate to have

already experienced a p a r t i a l r e a l i z a t i o n of t h i s fundamental un i ty .

To i l l u s t r a t e t h i s idea I must f i r s t present our knowledge of the

bas ic bui ld ing blocks of a l l mat te r . Then only can I discuss the basic

forces which act upon them. The search for the bas ic bui ld ing blocks has

i t s or ig in in ancient t imes . For ins tance , i t was bel ieved a t one time tha t

e a r t h , water and f i r e are the basic bui lding blocks. Life would have been
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simple if this were indeed the case. We now have probed into matter much

deeper. Let us 1)6810 with the stage when molecules were considered to be

fundamental. It was realized that they in turn are composed of atoms. Each

water molecule for example is made out of two atoms of hydrogen add one atom

of oxygen held together by electric forces. The number of different kinds

of atoms needed grew in size with the number of elements. It was then

realized that atoms are not fundamental. Any given atom is composed of a

central core called the nucleus, which is positively charged and electrons

carrying negative charges. The electrons orbit around the nucleus under the

influence of the attractive Coulomb force, just like the planets orbit around

the Sun under the influence of the attractive gravitational force. The size

-8 -13
of an atom is about 10 cm., while that of a nucleus is only about 10 cm.

To comprehend the smallness of this size, note that one can put one thousand

billioji nuclei Just at the tip of one's finger.

With the advent of high-energy accelerators, the nucleus could be

split apart. It was realized that the nuclei are not fundamental either.

They are composed of Just two basic entitles: the proton (p) and the

neutron (n). Proton is positively charged; neutron is neutral. The nuclei

differ from each other only in respect of their neutron and proton - content.

For example, the simplest nucleus is that of hydrogen consisting of a single

Ik
proton, while another familiar nucleus oxygen consists of eight protons and

six neut^.ns. The protons and neutrons are held together within a nucleus

of size of about 10~ cm. by the strongest known of all forces - the so-

called strong or the nuclear force.

At this stage all ordinary matter, which we see vith the naked eye is

then composed of just three entities: protons, neutrons and electrons. One

could include in this list two other kinds of matter: the photons, which are

the quanta of electromagnetic force and in an analogous fashion, some meson

(or mesons) which would form the quanta of the strong or the nuclear force.

If this was all there was to it, once again "life would have been simple".

But the story did not end here.
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With the construction of the new high-energy machines over the last

decade, one can now easily probe into the inner structure of the protons and

the neutrons to distances as small as 10" cm.

Before mentioning what such probes reveal, let ae first bring in at

this point a nev concept as it is important In our q.uest for elementarity.

This is the realization that elementary particles appear in the form of

"families"i which in turn manifest certain symmetry patterns. Just as brothers

and sisters born of the same parents are linked to each other by common gene-

characteristics, likewise elementary particles belonging to the same "family"

other
are linked to eachjjby common "symmetry operations". These symmetry operations

can transform one sember into another and the complete set of" these form what

is known mathematically as a "group".

To Illustrate this point, think of an ordinary electron which carries

a spin of one-half units of the Planck constant *. The same electron has
*

two spin states with the spin pointing up (e~ t) and the spin pointing down

(e~ +). To the.extent that one may neglect spin-dependent interactions between

the nucleus and the electrons, one can transform the spin-up electrons into

the spin-down electrons and vice versa without altering the energy levels

of the atom. In this case the symmetry operations in question are essentially

those of the rotation group and the electron spin-up (e~ t) and the electron

spin-down (e~ +) constitute a family with two members.

Likewise for elementary particles the f i rs t signal of a family structure

came over forty years ago with the realization that the proton and the neutron

behave in an identical fashion Insofar as their strong or nuclear forces are

concerned. To the extent that one may neglect the electromagnetic forces

in comparison to the much stronger nuclear force, these two objects behave as

though they are the spin-up and spin-down states of one and the same par t ic le ,

which we shall call the "nucleon" (N). Thus,

N+ E p , m = n .
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This time the "spin" in question is of course not the spin in ordinary space,

but rather it is a spin pertaining to a hypothetical space. This hypothetical

space is referred to as the "internal space" of the elementary particles, and

the spin in question is called "isotopic spin". The symmetry operations

transforming protons into protons, neutrons into neutrons, protons into neutrons

and neutrons into protons constitute onee-again essentially the rotation group

operating on the internal isotopic space co-ordinates. These symmetry

operations are called the isotopic spin symmetry. Hote that the isotopic

spin symmetry, though a very good symmetry, is no^ really exact. It is

respected by the strongest of all forces - the nuclear force; but it is

broken by electromagnetism, which distinguishes between the positively

charged proton and the neutral neutron. It is this breaking which is

responsible either partially or may be entirely for the small mass difference

of about 1 MeV between the neutron and the proton, each of which weighs

about a thousand times their mass difference.

Curiously enough Just like atoms grew in number, likewise did the

members of the proton-neutron family. With the advent of high-energy

accelerators, several new particles were discovered and eventually it was

realized that the proton and the neutron belong to a family of eight objects,

which behave similarly in all essential aspects. These are:

{n, p, A, r+, I , E~, 2 and ="} .

This bigger family structure called for an extended symmetry pattern of which

isotopic spin symmetry is only a part. This extended symmetry is named the

"eight-fold way" symmetry, to rhyme with the eight-fold way of Buddhism. The

extended symmetry introduces one new degree of freedom beyond isotopic

spin called "strangeness", which is zero for the neutron and the proton,

-1 for the A and Z and -2 for the E (see i l lustrat ion in Table I ) .
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The extended eight-fold way symmetry turns out to be even less accurate

compared to the smaller isotopic spin symmetry. This is reflected by the fact

that the masses of the particles within the eight member family exhibited above

differ by about 200 MeV from their average mass of about 1100 MeV. neverthe-

less, all partioleB exhibiting nuclear interactions do fall into family

patterns as expected of this extended symmetry structure. Symmetry tells us

on mathematical grounds that first of all only certain specific patterns can

form a family. This amounts to specifying completely the number of members

in the family and simultaneously the isotopic and strangeness properties of

each member within the family.

The nunber of members in the family for the eight-fold way symmetry

can be 3, 6, 8, 10,... etc., in addition to the trivial number of 1. But it

cannot be It, 5 or 7, for example. Symmetry also tell us that if one

member of the family exists, all other members must exist as well. They can

differ from each other in mass by as much a3 a few hundred MeV since eight-

fold way symmetry ia only approximate, yet they must all exist. These

expectations are spectacularly borne out by all nuclear particles hitherto

discovered.

The lesson one learns from this is that the nuclear particles of which

the neutron and proton are only a part come in sets of families. These

family structures reveal symmetry properties in the internal space of the

nuclear particles. The symmetries become increasingly less accurate as we

extend them. Despite the breaking of these extended symmetries, the family

structure is invariably distinctly visible. (Needless to say, if the

symmetry breaking is truely drastic, one would not suspect an underlying

symmetry and a family pattern anyway, at least not too easily.)

The eight member family does not exhaust all the nuclear particles

there are. One began discovering more and more states, which decayed into

these eight particles. This was at least suggestive of an underlying

substructure for the neutron, the proton and members of its family.



Hecaii ta_- stage of the >iv>iJ.j i:i^ixou ±\i L.-

eventually was resolved by discovering that all atoms are composed of only-

three objects - the neutron, the proton and the electron. A similar stage

became apparent for the neutrons and protons themselves.

I nov return to the experiments probing into the inner structures of

the neutron and the proton. These have been probed most effectively by high-

energy electron-probe experiments, in which high-energy electrons scatter

against neutrons and protons. Such experiments clearly reveal that the neutron

and the proton are not fundamental. It follows that members of their family

cannot be fundamental either. They are all composites of still more

elementary objects, called "quarks". Since the eight-fold vay symmetry

possesses three degrees of freedom - two for projections of iaospin and one

for strangeness - one requires only three fundamental objects to build the

eight member family comprising the proton and the neutron and all their

excited states. These are:

"up"

"down"

strange"

quark +

quark +

q u a r k •*•

u

d

S j

- I3

+ X3

= +

S _

= 0

1
2 '

a •
i

s

s

s

=• 0

» 0

= -1

Here 1^ - ± ^ denotes projection of isotopic spin and s = 0, -1 are the

associated values of strangeness. It 1 B now known that the proton is a

composite of two u quarks and one d quark, the neutron a composite of two

d and one u quark and A a composite of one u, one d and one s quark

(see illustration in Table I). One can now put the three building blocks

(u,d,B) three at a time in different combinations and build the eight member

family consisting of the neutron, the proton.ana the A, I and E hyperons.

This is essentially the stage which we have now reached in our quest

for fundamental subnuclear particles. To complete the story I should add

briefly that over the last six years new kinds of strongly interacting

particles have been discovered, which demand two additional degrees of

freedom beyond isotopic Bpin anC strangeness. These are named "charm" and

"bottom". Thus we need ao far five different kinds of quarks: u, d, s,

c and b.

This is still not the end of the story however. It has furthermore been

established on several experimental and theoretical grounds that each of

these quarks possesses an independent three-valued degree of freedom, which

is given a catcny name - "colour". Name these three degrees of freedom by

three primary colours - red, yellow and blue. Nature reveals that there are

three kinds of u quarks - u r e d >
 u

y e l l o w an* "t,]^ ~
 a n d likewise for d, s,

c and b quarks. This amounts so far to needing a totality of 5 x 3 = 15

quarks. The idea is this: quarks carry colour, but all known nuclear

particles such as protons and neutrons are colour neutral because they are

made out of one red, one yellow and one blue quark. The spectrum of quarks known

90 far is shown in the array given below:

red

[Quarks]

yellow

dyellow

"yellow

yellow

yellow

"blue

"Silue

Slue

Slue

bblue

"red

Bred

red

"red

One final word needs to be added. While quarks are known to be the

constituents of all nuclear particles, it is a curious fact that as yet there

is no clear evidence for the observation of an isolated quark. This peculiar

phenomenon is now understood partially by the very existence of the colour

degree of freedom. The colour degree of freedom generates a new kind of

force, which unlike electromagnetism, becomes relatively weak for small

separations between quarks, but becomes effectively very strong and attractive

for large separations between them. This explains why it is so difficult to
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separate quarks from each other and thereby produce isolated quarks. Whether

the attractive force in question continues to be operative for infinitely large

separations and thereby confines quarts absolutely within the colour-neutral

nuqleon, or whether the force dies off at some large tut finite distance and

thereby eventually permits liberation of quarks is still an open question.

We have come to the end of the line regarding our present knowledge

of the subnuclear particles. At this stage ve must take note of another class

of very fascinating particles. Particles belonging to this class are called

"leptona". "Lepton" means light. By and large particles belonging to this

class are light compared to the aubnuclear particles. The leptons known so

far are the electron and its neutrino (v e), the muon (u~) which iB like a

heavier electron and its neutrino {v ) and a very recently discovered still

heavier charged lepton T and its neutrino \> •

e

e~

T

T

The neutrino v to begin with was postulated theoretically by Pauli in the

193O's to account for energy-momentum and spin conservations in radioactive

0 decay of the neutron. It is supposed to be an electrically neutral massless

or very very light particle possessing no other but the weak radioactive inter-

action. This makes it rather hard to detect a neutrino in the laboratory.

Eventually, the neutrino was discovered indirectly of course in the 1950's.

As we now know the neutron decays into a proton + an electron + an anti-

neutrino with a lifetime in the range of eleven minutes:

n + p + e~ + \> . (l)

What does v stand for7 By the laws of relativity and quantum theory one

deduces that every particle must be accompanied by an antiparticle possessing

the same mass and spin as the particle, but carrying opposite electric and all

other charges (such as isotopic charge, rtrangeness etc.) compared to the particle.

7or 'extaple, the electron e~ is accompanied by its antiparticle, the

-11-

positron e ; while the proton p is accompanied by its antiparticle the

antiproton p . The positron as well as the antiproton have been discovered.

Likewise, the antineutrino v is the antiparticle of the neutrino v . By

Convention antiparticles are often denoted by bars on the particles. It is the

antineutrino v which is emitted in neutron S"" decay as shown in (l). The

neutrino v is emitted in the B decay of a nucleus where effectively

the bound proton decays into (neutron + positron + neutrino):

n + e + (2)

A word about this fascinating particle - the neutrino. Since the neutrinos do

not possess any nuclear nor even any electromagnetic force, i.e. they interact

only via the weak radioactive force, they can pass through tons and tons of

matter without being substantially attenuated. This is unlike any other

particle ' (take for example the electron or the proton), which do suffer

attenuation rather quickly as they pass through matter due to their electro-

magnetic and nuclear interactions. As a consequence, neutrinos which are

produced in the Sun and via cosmic ray interactions pass through our

atmosphere and reach us essentially unattenuated. At this very instant

severs 1 such neutrinos are actually passing through our bodies. They are of

course hsimleas since they practically have no interactions.

In the ljjltO's the muon (u ) , which behaves in every respect like an

electron, but is only heavier than the electron by about 200 times, was

discovered. It possesses its own neutrino (v ) , which is also known to be

very light or massless like the u . It is known to decay as follows:

e + v + v

e v
(3)

*' With the exception of the graviton - the quantum of gravitational force -

which is yet to be discovered.
-12-



The force governing muon decay ia similar in strength to that governing the

radioactive B decay, 'both of which are relatively weak, compared to the

electromaenetie force.

Very recently, the heavy lepton T with a mass of some 1800 times

that of the muon, which once again 'behaves similarly to the electron and the

muon except for its mass, has been discovered. Some of its decay channels are:

e + v + v
e T

V + v + \j

(<*)

Now I draw attention to a very curious fact, which is this. The

nuclear particles such as the neutron and the proton exhibit the weak radio-

active force, the electromagnetic force as well as the strong nuclear force.

The leptona as we know them exhibit only the first two forces but are deprived

of the third. There appears to be a. "nuclear club", to which the leptons

cannot belong.

To signify this distinction one can assign a charge called "baryon

number" (B), which is +1 for all the spin |-basic nuclear particles such as

the proton, the neutron and other sealers of Its fsjuily and all their excited

states, which is -1 for their antlparticles, but which is zero for all the

leptons. Thus

{p, n, A, I,...} + B = +1

{p, n, A, E,...} •* B » -1

{e~, v e. n", vu,...> * B = 0

Wote that by this assignment each quark carries a baryon number + -,

aa three of them msJte a proton or a neutron. The helium nucleus made of two

protons plus two neutrons carries a baryon number +U, while a n or a K meson

made of a quark and an antiquark carries baryon number zero.

-13-

Likevise, one con assign a charge called "lepton number" ( L ) , vhich

is +1 for all the members in the lepton family, i.e. the electron, the neutrino,

etc., which is -1 for their antlpartieles, but which is zero for all the

baryons. Thus:

fe~, we, u", v ,...} •+ I, = +1

<e+, ve> y , v ....} + L = -1

{p, B , A, £,...} •*• L = 0

All hitherto known interactions seem to conserve baryon and leptan numbers

separately just as they conserve electric charge. Processes which conserve

all these charges do occur, those which do not conserve either one of these

charges as yet do not occur. Some examples of allowed and

apparently forbidden processes are listed below:

n > p + e
(B=+1,L=O) (B=+1,L=O)

(seen) (1)

IT + it + * + e~ + e~

(B»L»0)

{B=2,l>0) (B=0,L=0)

(not seen) , (li)

(•not seen) . (ill)

Note that all three processes are alloyed at least by electric charge con-

servation. The second process, in which the known K and TT mesons denote

composites of (su) and (du) systems, conserves baryon number, but violates

lepton number. The third process, on the other hand, conserves lepton number,

but violates baryon number. Neither the procesc (ii) nor the process (ill) is

seen to occur and there are good upper Halts on their rates. It appears that

baryon and lepton numbers are conserved ot least to a pretty good extent.
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The extent to which baryon and/or lepton number conservations hold is

test Illustrated by the stability of the lightest spin — baryon - the proton.

All heavier baryons decay directly or indirectly through a cascade process into the

lightest baryon - the- proton (see for example (l)). The proton however is known

+29
to live for at least 10 years. This is in a way fortunate "because if it were

decaying anywhere nearly a3 rapidly as the other particles, we would not

even exist to think about proton-stability. In other words, the proton is

really the heart of our existence. Since the proton carries a spin of —

unit, the only way it can decay consistent with energy-momentum and angular-

momentum conservations is by having some lepton or leptons plus possibly

some mesons in the final state,which are lighter than the proton.Since leptons

and antileptons carry — unit of spin, while mesons carry 0 or 1 unit of

spin, it is necessary to have an odd number of leptons plus antileptons in the

final state to conserve angular momentum. Some of the possible decay modes

of the proton, consistent with conservations of electric charge, energy-

momentum as well as angular momentum are listed below:

proton
(B=1,L«O)

proton
(B=1,L=O)

proton
(B=1,L=O)

proton
(B=1,L=O)

e + 2v + ¥ + w

3v + ir +

(B=0,L=3)

e + u + n

(B=O,L=1)

+ 0
e + ir

(B=O,L=-1)

e + v + v

(B=O,L=-3)
(5)

-15-

We note that all of these decay nodes must violate taryon as well ae lepton

numbers in order that they may occur. The fact that the proton is known to

live so extraordinarily long (much longer than even the age of the Universe,

+10
which is only 10 years) and simultaneously the fact that leptonie matter

is sharply distinguishable from baryonic matter in that it is deprived from

the strong nuclear interactions, had led up until recently to the firm

belief that these two kinds of matter are truely distinct from each other.

They have no common genes so to say to link them and thus baryonic matter

cannot disintegrate Into leptonic matter. This would Imply that the proton

must be absolutely stable. There has been no experimental reason as yet to

give up this belief. But yet Abdus Salam and I have been led to question

this belief on theoretical grounds very strongly, I shall return to thiB point

shortly.

To sum up our present knowledge of the subatomic world is this.

Everything is made out of quarks and leptons. Quarks signifying baryonic

stuff appear to be truely distinct from leptons.

Having seen the basic building blocks we can now proceed to examine

the nature of the forces, which act upon them. There so far appear to be

four different basic forces. These are listed below:

1. Gravity

2. Weak or radioactive force

3. Electromagnetism

It. Strong or nuclear force

If we arbi t rar i ly set the strength of nuclear force to be unity in certain

uni ts , the effective strengths of electromagnetic force, weak radioactive

force and gravitational force for low-energy processes are nearly 1/100,

1/10 and 1/10 , respectively. We see that aoaiehow gravity is truly weak

compared to the other three forces.

-16-



If one pauses atthis point and takes a good look at the picture one

has obtained, it appears to be rather unsatisfactory. Why must there exist

these forces? Why should their strengths at low energies be what they are?

Why must there exist quarks and leptons and vhy should these kinds of natter

behave as differently *as they do?

Without an answer to these questions, everything appears so arbitrary.

Physics has progressed under the strong belief that there is alvays an under-

lying order and synthesis. It would be more satisfactory if subject to some

principle one could say that the existence of any one kind of natter implies the

existence of all others; the existence of one kind of force implies the

existence of all the other forces. It is as though they are members of one

set. In the absence of any one member, the set would be incomplete.

Such a synthesis by its very nature would have to unify apparently

very distinct kinds of matter and simultaneously very distinct kirids of forces.

Motivated by a desire to answer some of the "basic questions raised above,

Salam and I were led to view in 1972 that quark and leptonic natters are not really

1) 21
distinct. * They enter into the basic equations as members of one

family. In other words, there is one fermionic family F consisting

of quarks and leptons:

T = {q,t>

The weak, electromagnetic as well as the strong forces are generated via the

symmetry of this big family. Within this picture there is only one single

force, which manifests at low energies in three different forms: the weak,

the electromagnetic and the strong. But at some sufficiently high energies

(momenta) M the three forces merge into one and the same force and at the

same energies quarks and leptons interact universally exhibiting their

oneness. This is pictorially depicted by the figure below:

IBeV

Momentum

FiR.l

Thus, within this picture, the reason ve find distinctions between quarks and

leptons and between their three forces is simply because we are using low

energies. We need to go to sufficiently high energies to see their under-

lying unity. It is like having three branches of one river. At the lower

levels the three branches appear very different from each other. But once one

climbs high up In the mountains, one can observe that the three branches have

o. . origin.

One logical question is this. After all, if the basic equations

treat quarks and leptons universally as members of one family and if the three

forces are aspects of a single force, what brings about the distinction between

them at low energies in any case? There is a good answer to this question.

It is based on the novel realization that even if the equations of motion

possess a certain symmetry, their solutions need not - the symmetry may

.. 3 )
break, "spontaneously .

To illustrate this concept consider a three-dimensional cup possessing

a complete symmetry with respect to rotations about the central axis as shown

in Fig.2a. If you let a ball roll down the surface of the cup, It vill settle
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(a) Cb)

Fig-2

at the lowest point, vhlch lies on the axis of symmetry. On the other hand,

consider a second cup, vhose bottom is sinply pushed.inside as shown in

Fig.2b. This cup alao possesses a complete symmetry vith respect to

rotations around the central axis. But now if you put a "ball at the middle

point on the axis of symmetry, it would roll down and settle at one point on

the dotted circle. Ho matter where it settles the symn:»try with respect to

rotations around the central axis is lost.

In physics the cup would correspond to the potential determining the

nature of the forces. The position of the ball settling at the point of

lowest energy would correspond to the ground state of the system. The

example in Fig.2b illustrates that despite the symmetry of the cup (the

potential), the point of lowest energy (the ground state) does not respect the

symmetry. Excited states built upon the ground state will not exhibit the

symmetry either. The symmetry is lost in this example "spontaneously" through

the solutions though it is intact in the basic equations.

-19-

This graphic example translated mathematically into the part icle

equations does bring about the spontaneous breakdown of quarX-lepton unification

as well as breakdown of the unity of the three forces at low energies within

the unification attempts, which Salam and I proposed. One fortunate feature

of a l l these attempts is that at sufficiently high energies one can see the

underlying unity inherent in the basic equations.

This naturally raises the question: What constitutes "sufficiently

high energies?" The energy scale M signifying this high energy can indeed

be predicted within the unification hypothesis *\ But depending upon certain

detailed features, the unification energy can vary fron one model to another

incorporating the same unification idea.

Within the approach which Salam and I adopted there appears a hierarchy

of stages of unification. Quark-lepton unity would be visible vithin this
5) k 5

approach at an energy scale of order 10 -10 BeV (BeV stands for one bi l l ion

electron vol ts) . Hew phenomena revealing new layers of unification would however

continue to manifest themselves in several successive stages within th is approach,

2 Ifi *")
spanning the energy range from 10 a l l the way upto 10 BeV,
where the unity of the three basic forces would be vis ible . Alternative

models based on the same basic unification idea suggest

a different scenario, because their details of inner structures differ

The mathematical framework which help us make these predictions was

developed by Howard Georgi, Helen Quinn and Steven Weinberg

Beyond 10 BeV gravitational forces would begin to play an important role

and this is sure to open a still new era in physics. Hobody knows yet how

to predict reliably the physics of this gravity dominated era however.
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from those of Salam and myself. For example a model of Howard Georgi and

Sheldon Glasao* of Harvard University predicts that quark-lepton unification

as well as the unity of the three basic forces would manifest themselves

only at 10 -1015 BeV. No new phenomenon (milestone) is however expected to be

discovered within this model in the entire energy range lying hetween 10 and

1011* BeV. "

To put the matter in perspective let me mention the kinds of energies

which are available at present and those vhich will be available in the future

through high-energy accelerators and cosmic rays. Present high-energy

accelerators can produce centre-of-mass energies only in the range of about

70 BeV. But accelerators in planning can soon produce within the next decade

centre-of-mass energies at least in the range of 1000 BeV, and within the next

1,
two decades one can hope to obtain energies in the range of 10 BeV. Meanwhile,

cosmic rays can provide energies in the range of 10 -10 BeV. There appears

to be a true cut off however in the particle energies which might be available

either through high-energy accelerators to be built in the conceivable future

(next 50-100 years) or through cosmic rays. This cut off seems to lie around

It 5
10 -10 BeV. Thus one can indeed hope to test the idea of true unity of al l

matter (quarks and leptons) In the not to distant future if the specific

approach which Salam and I adopted turns out to be borne out in Nature. We

predict that at such high energies quark-quark, quark-lepton and lepton-lepton

forces vculd become truely universal and that signals of the unity of all the three

forces vo'jj.d already begin to appear. To be specific^ve predict that proton-

proton and proton-antiproton collisions at such high centre-of-mass energies

would produce lepton pairs far in excess of that expected from mere electro-

magnetic interactions due to the appearance of nev quark-lepton unification

forces. These are exciting possibilities which one can look fcrvard to

"seeing" within the next one to three decades. One needs the construction of

high-energy accelerators in the 10-100 TeV ranp.e to probe into these deeper

layers of the furv'iinental lavs.

Meanwhile i t needs to be mentioned that there i s already a strong

support for a subunification of the basic forces. This concerns the linkage

of Just the electromagnetic and the weak radioactive forces. The idea of t h i s

linkage was developed in the 1960'3 by Sheldon Glashow, Steven Weinberg and

Abdus S a l a » ^ ' 8 ) . T h e ene«"gy scale for manifestation of th is subunification turns

out to be only about 100 BeV and several experiments of the l a s t few years

already provide strong support for th is subunification idea. In turn they ra ise

one's hopes for the real izat ion of a more complete unification of a l l matter

and i t s forces, as presented here.

IS THE PROTON STABLE?

Before ending th is ta lk I should now mention that there is one

prediction of the quark-lepton unification - hypothesis, which fortunately

one can hope to t e s t within the next one or two years.long before the advent

of high-energy machines in the 10-100 TeV range. This concerns the s t ab i l i t y

of the proton. Since quarks and leptons are now treated as members of one

family within the basic equations, baryon and lepton numbers cannot be

conserved absolutely. Even i f they are conserved in the basic equations,

they must be violated spontaneously. This led Salam and nyself to predict in

2)
19T3 that the proton must decay. Some of the allowed decay modes of the

proton have been listed earlier. As to which of these decay modes would be

predominant, or whether all or some of them would compete with each other9

depends upon details of the model. But the important conceptual point is that

the proton must decay signifying no absolute distinction between baryona and

leptons. Many alternative models of quark-lepton unification turn out to
29 33predict a lifetime for the proton in the range of 10 to 10 years. This

is of course sufficiently long so that none of us need worry about our own

longevity on account of proton instability.

Several experimental groups around the world are now huny building

apparatus to search for proton decay with a lifetime for the proton in this

9)
range. The reader may wonder how are the experimenters going to observe the
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decay of a particle which has a lifetime as long as -v 10 years. Even the age

10
of the Universe is "only" about 2 x 10 years. The answer is this.According to

the lavs of quantum theory, a particle with a lifetime of 10 years has a finite

chance of one part in 10 to decay within one year. This amounts to saying

30
that on the average one out of every sample of 10 protons will decay in one

year. Thus if we take a big chunk of matter containing say 10 protons (this

will weigh approximately two million kilograms) and if the proton decays with

a lifetime of order 10 years, we should be able to collect nearly

(10 -f 10 ) = 1000 proton decay events in one year. One such search

involving the physicists of the University of California at Irvine, of the

Ifciiversity of Michigan at Ann Arbor and of the Brookhaven national Laboratory

at Long Island, New York, is now in the preparatory stage. Their proton sample

and detector devices are Being placed in a deep mine near Cleveland, Ohio.

Proton decay if it is observed will give a strong boost to a new line of

thinking. As such, the search for proton decay is keeping many physicists

in suspense. The answer for searches presently being planned should hopefully

be available in a year or two.

Meanwhile, it is worth mentioning that the concept of baryon-number

non-conservation has recently played a crucial role in providing a natural

explanation to a long-etanding puzzle. This concerns the problem of matter-

antimatter asymmetry in the Universe. It is known by observations that at

least our Galaxy is made of bdryons (i.e. protons and neutrons) with no

antibaryons (i.e. antiprotons and antineutrons) in it. Short of finding a

natural mechanism for separating baryons from antibaryons in the early Universe,

it seems reasonable to assume that the other Galaxies are also made of matter

(baryons and leptons) rather than antimatter. Did "God" then create the

Universe with only matter or vith excess matter over antimatter? Why this

preference for matter over antimatter? Such a preference appears rather

arbitrary. Physicists have lona wondered if it would not be possible to start

with equal numbers of baryons and, antibaryons in the beginning of the Universe

and yet end up some time later with having only baryons but not antibaryone or

an excess of baryons over antibaryons. The answer to this question has been

provided affirmatively recently..

Three factors are crucial to the generation of the desired excess of baryons

over antibaryons. First of all, since one wishes to start with a net baryon .••

number of the Universe B (given by the number of baryons minus the number of

antibaryons} to be aero, but end up with B greater than zero, it is

imperative that baryon number must Qne way or another be violated. It turns

out that two other factors must however Join hands with baryon number non-

conservation before the net baryon excess can materialize. They are (a)

violations of certain symmetry operations symbolized by C which interchanges

particles and antiparticles and T which reverses the direction of time

(violations of C incidentally are known to occur in the weak radioactive

decays, while those of T occur in interactions weaker atill) and (b) thermo-

dynamic non-equilibrium at some early epoch of the history of the Universe.

This last condition requires that the rates of baryon number non-conserving

processes be slow compared to the expansion rate of the Universe at the

relevant epoch. Models of quark-lepton unification remarkably enough do

provide all three ingredients listed above i.e. (i) baryon-number non-

conservation, (ii) C and T violations and (iii) thermodynamlc non-

equilibrium. Calculations based on some of these modelB lead to a number

for the ratio of excess baryons over the number of photons in the Universe of

order 10 to 10 . This is in good accord with observations. The net

baryon excess in the present Uni-verse thus appears to be a strong indication

though not a proof that baryon number was indeed violated in the early Universe.

For a direct proof of baryon number non-conservation one must of course

await proton decay searches.
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One is painfully conscious of several shortcomings of the present state

of the art. Most notably only three of the basic forces have been united.

\

Einstein's ambition of unifying gravity with electromapnetism and from thej

present viewpoint unifying gravity with electromagnetiEin, weak as well as

strong nuclear forces, still remains to tie fulfilled. There are several new

ideas due to a number of authors, which show great promise in this direction.

Secondly, there appears to be a large proliferation of quarks and leptons.

This has signalled to several of us that quarks and leptons are not truely

fundamental. They oughttobe composites of more fundamental substructures,

which Salam and I call "preons". It remains to be seen how much of the

present ideas will survive when translated into the preon basis. It also

remains to be seen whether the quest for elementarity will eventually come

to an end, or whether it will continue to be a never ending process, as it

has been so far. But whatever be the eventual form of the basic theory,

one hopes to see unity behind far greater diversity than what one

has encompassed,so far amounting to a synthesis far greater than what one

can even conceive of at present, as it is that which sustains the pursuit

of all fundamental science.

•)

Quarks and leptons have a size much smaller than that of a neutron or a

proton. They vould appear pointlike for probes at presently available energies.

But for sufficiently high energy probes they too would reveal their composite

preonic structures. The energies in question need not be much higher than
about 10 BeV.
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Table I

MOLECULES ( s i z e > 10 cm)

I
ATOMS (size ~ 10 cm)

(HUCLEl)++ _ + (ELECTRONS)

(size ~ 10"13 cm) (size « 10~13 cm}

{PROTONS, NEUTRONS)

(size ~ 1 0 ~ 1 3 cm)

A Family of

(The Baryon

eight particles: 1

Family) J Lp.n,

strangeness ( S )

-1

t

i
X

1

v
1

-i
I

\

1

-1

-2

2°

i
1

\

/

I-spin O,)

U'J
atrange quark

proton = uud

neutron = adu

A = uds
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